This is a small town called Naddu. It is about 70 km from the nearest
big city and has a small population of hard working people who all
want to be successful.
Steven

Jessica

Young and healthy.
He is a teacher at
the local primary
school. He is popular
with his students and
fellow staff. Youthful
and energetic, he
feels he has nothing
in the world to be
afraid of.

Hard working and has her own
tailoring shop. She is a single parent
with a son called Paulo. Paulo is 9
years old and goes to the school
where Steven teaches.

John:

Works for the local microfinance company.
He is well known in Naddu town by the
local population due to the nature of this
work-always soliciting for clients and
educating people about the importance
of insurance. Many times his efforts are
not successful! He is sometimes not very
popular (especially with those who see him
as someone coming to take their money
without quick returns). They do not see
the immediate benefit of insurance i.e.
why should some one pay in advance to
prepare for “a risk” in the future that
may or may not happen?

Diana:

Young beautiful looking,
full of energy and runs
the small but popular
restaurant in town. At
the entrance of the
restaurant, Diana has a
small counter that sells
some daily newspapers
and old magazines.
Petero
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Petero is a family man, married to
Rose. Rose is in charge of their
accounts and they have 2 children
(James and Mary) both in their
late teens and preparing to enter
University. They run the local
carpentry shop together and own a
pickup truck that is used to deliver
goods to their customers.

It is the end
of the day
at Naddu
Primary
School.

Excuse
me teacher
what if we
don’t?

Ok
before
you go I
would like all
of you to make
sure you finish
your homework
and bring it back
to class on
Monday

Just remember I
know your mother
young boy and you
will be in a lot of
trouble if you
don’t finish the
work.

now
class
dismissed!

I think
I will pass
by Diana’s
restaurant
before
going home
Bye
teacher
Steven
See
you on
Monday
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Hello,
Paulo. I can
see you are with
Jackson.

Will
you come
in and say
hello to my
Mum?

Only
for 1
minute,
the last
time she
gave me a
sweet.

I
know
what you
want! Here
have a
sweet.

Now
hurry up and
go home. Say
a big hello
to your
parents.

Now my
boy you must
be very hungry?
Here is a plate of
chapati & beans
for you.
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Hello,
Mama
Paulo. I
was on my
way home but
passed by to
say hello!

Bye
Jackson.
See you on
Monday!

You’re
the best
Mum!

Meanwhile at Diana’s restaurant..

Steven, I
believe you know
John.

Hello.

Hello,
Diana. I
just passed
by to have
a cup of tea
before I go
home.

It will help
me expand
my business!

I am
interested in
getting a loan with their
microfinance company.

You end up
paying for them
for the rest of
your life!

What
do you
think?

That’s not exactly true
Steven. It depends on
how disciplined you
are at making your
repayments

You
know
me I have
never
trusted
taking
loans.

Oh yes. Is
that what
they say
before
coming
to take
away your
business
when
you have
failed to
pay?

My dear
Steven, as the
business grows I
will be able to pay
back my loan
comfortably.

Steven, the money
I want to borrow
will help me buy a
new stove and a
few more tables.
Now instead of
chasing away
customers
because the food
has run out or
they have nowhere
to sit, I will be
able to serve
more people.
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It is a matter
of discipline; my
friends, discipline!

Will you have a
glass of juice on the
house, John? Please take us
through the details of
getting a loan.

I still
don’t trust
loans!

Our
company also
offers the person
taking the loan
credit life
insurance.

Thank
you for the juice.
If you take a loan from a
microfinance institution and
you use the money borrowed
for a good reason you will find
that both your life and that
of your family is greatly
improved.

Steven,
keep quiet and
listen, you may learn
something!

Now
you see
he is adding
other things
to it!

No
I
don’t
think we
will need
that! We are
both young
and healthy
and aren’t
about to
die just
yet!

With
credit life insurance
the borrower will not
have to worry about paying
the outstanding balance and
interest of their loan if they
die.

I will get
back to you next
week John. I really
am interested in
doing this.

Ok,
then I will
be waiting for
your call next
week.
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I
don’t
know
what’s
wrong with
that guy!
He must be a
prophet of
doom. Why
does he only
think about
death? I am
a strong
young
man.

Meanwhile the
next day at the
carpentry Petero is
having a discussion
with his wife about
the loan they
took from the
local microfinance
company. They have
been able to buy a
new drill and a new
wood plane and have
built a bigger store
for their goods.

But
also a
dull young
man!!

What did
you say?

Work
is so much
easier now; we can
now deliver to our
customers much
faster.

Petero,
we have
been blessed all
we need to do is
to make sure we pay
some money back
to microfinance
company every
month.

James! You
need to deliver these
chairs to Mr. Kawesa they
are ready.

Go with
the receipt
book because he
will pay you for
the chairs when you
deliver them.

Ok
father! Has
he already paid or
should I get cash
from him?
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Mary,
go with your
brother he might need
some help.

I
guess so
-- mother, what
would he do with
out me?

Just
get in
-- it’s you I
need to look
after!

Mary and her brother James come back to the shop but found no
one there except a neighbour. The shop has been closed and the
neighbour had been left with a message for the children…….
What
happened?
Where have they
gone?

What!
I always
told dad
to slow
down. Let’s
go to the
hospital.

Sorry, I
was told to wait
for you. Your father
collapsed while he was
working and he has been
rushed to hospital. He
is with your mother.

Drive
carefully
young man!
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I
hope
he is
fine

Where
are they rushing
to? Why is he driving
so fast?

While they
were away Petero,
their father, collapsed in his
workshop. They are rushing to
see him in hospital.

Oh
my God! I
hope Petero
will be fine.

Sorry
mother.
How is
father?

What
happened?

He
just collapsed
suddenly and
passed out!

The
neighbours
helped me get him
to hospital.

Don’t
worry
mother, we are
here with you.

Hello Madam. We have
stabilized your husband but he is
still very sick.

Can I
see him? I need
to be with my
husband.

After Rose
and the
children see
Petero, the
doctor tells
them to go
home and
rest.

Okay, but
only one person
at a time.
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You
can come back
tomorrow. He
needs to rest
now.

Lets
go, mother.
I will bring you
early in the morning
to see father.

The family gets into
their pickup and head
back home. It has been
a trying day and they
hope things will get
better tomorrow…..

But they
don’t……..
The next day
at the hospital
Rose is welcomed
with sad news.
Her husband
Petero’s condition
worsened and he
died in the night.

We did
everything
possible but
we could not
save him.

Oh what am I
going to do? He was my
best friend!

Meanwhile
back at Diana’s
restaurant
the news of
Petero’s death
slowly filters
through…..
Jessica who
had taken her
ill son Paulo to
hospital had
been told about
Petero.

Did
you hear about
Petero?
Yes I
heard he
collapsed in
his shop. Is
he better
now?

No! In fact he
passed away last
night!

I
did not
know it was that
serious. Poor
Rose how is she
coping?
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WHAT!

A few days
later the whole
community
comes
together to
bury Petero at
his home

amen!

From
dust to
dust.

Rose, I know this is not the
best time to ask but I know
you had taken a loan from
the microfinance company.
How are you going to pay
back that loan now that
Petero has died?

We are
really
sorry about
Petero, but the
community came
together and
we have this
for you.

Are
they going
to take your
shop?

Thank you for the
money my dear
friends. Petero was
part of a group
called Pamoja,
who had a loan with
the microfinance
company and had
an Insurance policy
with them.

Thank
you.

It is
called credit
life insurance. It
means that because
Petero was covered,
the insurance will
now cover his part of
the group loan that
remained and any
interest that it
has gained.

So you mean no
one is going to take your
business away from you!

This
thing is for
real. John was
right!

Meaning?
What kind of
insurance is
this?

And
it did not
stop there,
because of the
insurance, they
gave us money to
help pay for the
burial costs
too!
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At least that is
some good news. We
must say bye now. Again
sorry for your loss.

I
hope you
have spoken
to John since he
was last at the
restaurant.

That
time I did
not know
someone who
had actually
benefited
from it!

But
I thought you were not
keen on us taking the loan,
let alone the insurance!!!

And who knows when
our restaurant finally becomes a
big hotel I might actually give up
teaching!

I
need a new
sewing machine… I
think it’s time I visited
John too.
Yes, Steve
and maybe we’ll have 2 kids and
a nice home ….. BUT FIRST WE NEED TO FINISH
OUR BUSINESS WITH John!

And we better
make sure that we have that
“CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE” as part of
the package!!!!
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A few weeks later, Diana and Steve have managed to get 12 other people to join them into
a group. They have named their group “Wamu” meaning together. They have arranged for a
meeting with John who takes them through what they need to know before they can take
loans and get credit Life Insurance……
John
we have now
formed a group
and we want to
ask you a few
questions

So you are
saying that if I
pay for this premium
I will have Credit
Life insurance for
the rest of my
life?

Premium is
the amount that
you will each need
to pay if you want
to have credit life
insurance

What is this
premium that we
have to pay?

That is
why we decided
to get people who
we all know want to
better their lives for
our group “Wamu”.

No! As long
as your loan is
active.
The reason we
prefer to give loans
to a group and why we
encourage that you get Credit
Life Insurance is that you
all help make sure that every
one in the group makes their
monthly repayment to the
microfinance company….
if for any reason
one of you cannot repay your
loan installment the rest of the
group comes together to pay for your
part and get that money from you at a
later date… you become a team.
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Other important things to know about Credit
Life Insurance are:
Claim: In the sad case that you pass away before you complete

paying back the loan, your family has to make a claim, a request
for payment of the benefits of the credit life insurance policy...
but remember this only applies if you have the Credit Life
Insurance with your loan.
Benefits: If you have Credit Life Insurance and you become
disabled from an accident or die, the Credit Life Insurance
through your MFI will take over the burden of paying off your
loan and any interest it might have gained. In addition it will take
care of your funeral expenses, your spouse, and up to 4 of your
dependants.The interesting thing to know is that the premium
you pay each loan cycle covers all these people in the family.
Beneficiary: Is the people who benefit or gain from the claim.
In this case this would be your family, who are saved paying
any outstanding loan amounts and interest and for the funeral
benefits.
Policy: After your group comes together and agrees on the
loan you will fill out an insurance enrollment form and pay the
insurance premium. Your group will also receive a copy of the
insurance policy, which is a printed document that explains the
details of the insurance product.
Keep in mind the premium, benefits, and other details
of the insurance policy are different for each insurance
company. It is important to ask the insurance company
questions before choosing any insurance product.

Ah, that
is a good
question! No, you
don’t receive your
money back. When you
pay for insurance you
are paying for peace of
mind. Everyone has to
pay their premium to give
the insurance company the
money it needs to be able
to pay clients when they
have to make a claim. This
makes sure that there is
money to pay benefits
to policy holders
when they need it
most!

But what if nothing
happens to the insured
person? Does he or she get a
refund of the premium?
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But
we have
to remember
that the we can
only get Credit Life
Insurance after we
have taken a loan from
an honest and reliable
microfinance institution.
It is always important
to ask questions
before buying any
insurance.

Thank
you
Steve. I
hope things
are much
clearer now
for all of
you.

I can confidently say that we
the Wamu group now know exactly what
we need to take out a loan and now we can
make sure that we are safely insured.

LONG LIVE WAMU and LONG LIVE
OUR MICROFINANCE COMPANY!
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1.

Why do you think Steven was reluctant to join the micro finance company
insurance scheme?

2.

Why is it important to have a credit life insurance?

3.

What do you think were the plans of Steven and Diana to improve their
wellbeing?

4.

Has your community ever come together to help one of its members?

5.

Do many people in your community subscribe to any microfinance company?
Why or why not?

6.

In your own words briefly describe what you think happened to Petero’s
business after he died?

7.

What do you understand by the title “A friend in Need”?

To learn more about credit life insurance and other insurance products, ask your local MFIs and
insurance companies.
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